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Real Time Profitability
See profitability as you plan in real time 

to optimize for profitable moves.

Collect, Share & Store Documents: 
All the documents you need in one 

place, including BOLs, customs 
documents, invoices & bills.

Custom Tasks
Add custom tasks in the TMS 
to better organize and track 

non-movement related work.

Automatic Updates
Send accurate ETAs automatically 
to shippers before they even ask 

for it.

EFFECTIVE DISPATCH PLANNING
Carriers can simultaneously plan and dispatch different movements on a single manifest and 
see status updates for on-the-fly changes.  

SINGLE SOURCE OF TRUTH FOR ORDERS
Every activity, message, and document is automatically associated to the order so that 
no detail slips under the cracks.

IMPROVE CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
Better serve your customers by giving them their own private and secure Shipper Portal where 
they can create orders, track shipments, and upload documents, saving you and your team time. 

Automated Order Entry
Through EDIs, uploads, or recurring 

orders, order entry is painless.

Leg-Based Planning
See and pre-plan future legs 

associated with an order.

Rose Rocket TMS
The Rose Rocket TMS is a transportation 
management software that helps manage the 
unique needs of today’s trucking companies.

From quote to cash, it is the single piece of software 
that any carrier needs to effectively run their 
business. Rose Rocket streamlines communications 
between systems, enhances customer experience 
with shippers, and keeps internal teams organized 
to improve service performance.

SUGGESTED INTEGRATIONS

+ More! Ask us about our extensive integration capabilities to further streamline your day-to-day.



Track & Trace
Shippers can check in on order statuses 
and track location in real time.

Get Rates & Spot Quote
Shippers can find rates or request for spot quotes.

Chat Online
Shippers can live-chat with your team, with each chat log 
linked to an individual order.

Manage Documents
Upload and download any document related to any order at 
any time.

Create & Submit Orders
Shippers can create orders in less than 30 seconds 
with features like “Duplicate Orders” and an in-app Google Search.

Email Notifications
Have status changes emailed to shippers for their convenience.

Improve Customer Experience with 

Rose Rocket 
Shipper Portal

www.roserocket.com

DO MORE WITH ADD-ONS

Deepen your relationships by equipping your customers 
with the Rose Rocket Shipper Portal. Your customers can 
use Rose Rocket’s Shipper Portal to create and manage 
their orders, as well as track and trace shipments in 
real-time to have more visibility into their freight. 

Efficient Dispatching
Dispatch manifests to your driver’s mobile app and make 
changes to stops while they’re on the road.

Capture Information
Drivers can collect e-signatures, scan physical paperwork and 
upload images that are uploaded to that manifest Rose Rocket.

Instant Chat
Message drivers within the manifest that it pertains to, so 
conversations are kept in context and can be referenced later.

Driver Pay
Drivers can see their assigned work and estimated pay, making 
it easier for them to work with you and manage earnings.

Real-Time Tracking
As drivers complete pickups and deliveries, their last known 
location will show in the TMS.

Include Accessorials
Drivers can record unplanned services like a tailgate or inside delivery 
to ensure accurate billing for additional services.

Improve Driver Efficiency with 

Rose Rocket 
Driver Mobile App

Equip your drivers with the Rose Rocket Driver Mobile App to 
dispatch manifests to drivers, see real-time changes to freight 
movements, communicate with drivers, and have them capture 
signatures and accessorials that are directly uploaded to your 
Rose Rocket TMS.


